Today, competitive advantage is driven by software innovation. Enterprises need a collaboration platform to drive that innovation while maintaining control and security over their most sensitive data. Mattermost gives development teams the messaging platform they need to be more productive, while meeting the control requirements of IT and security teams.

**Autonomy**

**Productivity**
Mattermost empowers development teams to build work-flows, ship software faster, and collaborate confidently. Reduce context switching and streamline coordination to maximize organizational agility.

**Extensibility**
Increase the ROI on existing software investments through integrations with other services and internal systems. Mattermost allows for unmatched customization with complete access to code, UI text files, APIs, and a wide array of samples.

**Open Source**
An open core platform means your team retains control over the service’s technical roadmap and your team is free to develop additional features without restriction. Supported by a vibrant open source community and over 600 integrations.

**Control**

**Privacy**
Mattermost’s self-hosted deployment provides the benefits of modern communication without sacrificing privacy. Unlike with SaaS services, you maintain complete control over your messages and data.

**Security**
Deploy to public, private, or hybrid clouds with full access to source code and total control of your single-tenant system. Run your vital communications behind your firewall and under your existing security and IT policies.

**Compliance**
Self-hosting your messaging platform simplifies compliance and reduces risk. Retain full control over communications and intellectual property, and use Mattermost’s auditing tools, granular permissions, and full code auditability to meet compliance requirements.

Over 600 integrations including:
- GitLab
- pagerduty
- Jenkins
- ATlassian
- GitHub
- CircleCI
- zoom
- Cisco Webex
- Zendesk
- Splunk
Use Cases

DevOps
Messaging is the place where workflows converge, critical interactions happen, and decisions are made. Mattermost makes DevOps collaboration more powerful through integrations with existing tools and systems.

Continuous Integration/Continuous Deployment
Mattermost enables an integrated, streamlined collaboration workflow that enables different teams to coordinate, collaborate, and address issues in real time.

Incident Response
When incidents occur, getting a team together can take precious time, and coordinating work in real time can be difficult. Use Mattermost to automate workflows, allowing your team to respond in seconds.

Enterprise Collaboration
A modern collaboration platform can increase organizational agility by bringing conversations, software, and data together. Find information easily and create an archive of information that grows in value over time.

Key Features
- Conversations in teams and channels
- Fully searchable message history
- Web, mobile, Mac, PC, and Linux apps
- File, image, and link sharing
- Emoji and Markdown formatting
- Available in 15 languages
- Incoming and outgoing webhooks
- Custom slash commands
- Plugins and extensions
- Bots and developer toolkit
- Robust API library
- OAuth 2.0 applications
- eDiscovery and compliance reporting
- AD/LDAP authentication and sync
- Enforced multi-factor authentication
- SAML 2.0 single sign-on
- Performance and system monitoring
- CLI and database management tools

Mattermost is trusted by global enterprises

About Mattermost
Mattermost is embraced by leading organizations in financial services, government, manufacturing, research, utilities, online services, and many other industries. From piloting spacecraft and ensuring national security to building electric cars and advancing vital infrastructure, enterprises use Mattermost daily to change the world.

mattermost.com